My Three Words
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About My Three Words
My Three Words is an exciting new community arts project made by IOU and commissioned by Junction; Goole. My Three Words
takes inspiration from the digital app What3Words. (https://what3words.com/plunger.equipment.topical) What3Words has created a
grid of three-metre squares that cover the planet and assigned three random words to each square. Because of its accessibility and
precision, this app is used by emergency services to help locate people who are lost. My Three Words invites the public to choose a
three-meter square of space in Goole and create artwork for that square and display the artwork on the My Three Words web page
that will be embedded within the Junction website. The web link above is for the three words plunger/equipment/topical which refers
to an area off Lower Bridge Street in Goole. The three words can be used as a starting point for a story much like the use of Pobble,
or other artistic outputs including dance, visual arts and music. Once artwork is created by residents, school children and the wider
school community of families it can be submitted to the website.
The My Three Words website will have two areas, one for school groups where children can share their artworks and only their first
name, and school will be displayed in conjunction with their artwork. The second area will be for the general public where members
of the community can show their art. All art that is submitted to My Three Words will be vetted before publication by IOU and Junction
staff in accordance with safeguarding measures.
The My Three Words project is designed to ignite creativity within the communities that make up the town sand to celebrate
what Goole means to its residents.

The project will have three stages; spring, summer and winter.
●
●

●

Spring: An digital art gallery where artists and the public can make artworks in any art form that can be assigned to a
three-meter square of space in Goole, chosen with the What3Words app.
Summer: An outdoor version of the project where the public can use the digital art gallery to explore the town and see
artworks made by the public and also pop up live performances in three-meter squares around town, this outdoor work will
resemble a game that encourages people to collect artworks and explore their environment in a new way.
Winter: All of the artworks and more will be presented at a large event at Junction Goole. Welcoming the public back to
Junction My Three Words will be a celebration of the collective imagination of the town.
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This Education pack focuses on the first section of the My Three Words project, as the second and third stages will have separate
corresponding education packs, circulated nearer the time.

Children and Young People and My Three Words
The main purpose of this pack is to explore how you could work with children in your school to create artistic responses in
a variety of forms to What3Words in public places to join in with others across the town. If you are would like to work
towards Arts Award, we’ve embedded elements into the project which will help you.
Pupils can make work in any artform and on any topic related to their chosen 3-meter square. Work can be created by individual
children or classes of children and uploaded to the website. IOU and Junction have worked together on developing this with
safeguarding in mind, please read our Safeguarding Procedures below.
To inspire pupils IOU and Junction have commissioned six professional artists to identify 3-meter squares in Goole and make an
artwork for the project. This will give some different examples of how others have approached using My Three Words to create
music, songs, visual arts, poetry, drama outdoor sculpture and lots of other artistic responses.
If you are confident in the notion of using the What3Words app to create artworks with your students, skip to submission information.
Below is a guide to some lesson plans to help you develop ideas for My Three Words.

A My Three Words lesson plan could include:
Learning outcomes:
1. Developing creativity in a chosen artform
2. Learning about the process and practice of professional artists in and around Goole
3. A vocabulary of Goole, its map and key locations
4. An appreciation of the communities that make up Goole
5. A vocabulary of Goole’s impact on the wider world as a harbour town.
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Activity 1
Explore the My Three Words site and see the six professional artists work that has been exhibited on the site, each artist has made
work for a different location and they are working in different art forms. Can the pupils identify the artforms? Can they formulate
responses to the artworks? What are their favourites and which do they like the least and why?
Activity 2
Mark out a 3 meter square in a classroom or playground, what can be done with this square? What are the What3Words coordinates
for this square? Can games be invented in this square?
Activity 3
By having a look at What3Words pupils can explore Goole from above and choose a location, they could choose a space because
the three words coordinates are interesting or because the location is of significance. Once they have chosen a 3-meter square that
is not located in a domestic setting the pupils can begin to think of something that could have happened on that spot, something real
or something imagined. This activity could be delivered with an explanation of what blue plaques are on old buildings and what
remembrance benches are in public gardens; places of significance. What gives their chosen space significance? How far can they
go with this? What3Words is used by mountain rescue and the coast guard to find lost people, could the pupils think about this in
their research?
Activity 4
The pupils can begin creating their artworks for their chosen space, the three-word coordinates can be used in making the artwork
but are not important. The pupils should now be encouraged to think about scale in relation to their idea, did a HUGE spaceship land
on that spot or is their chosen spot home to a community of ants who have built a tiny city that they all live in. How does scale make
their ideas change?
Activity 5
Begin to make the artwork, which artform best suits their idea and how can this be replicated? Perhaps a revisit of activity 1 can help
them get ideas on how to make an artwork or try something new with their ideas? Which artist inspired them the most?
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Arts Award
For schools working towards Arts Awards, depending upon the different levels there are elements that can be used to evidence work.
If you are an individual who’d like to take and Arts Award, we can help guide you through. Contact Nicola at Junction to arrange a
discussion.
For more information on Arts Award https://www.artsaward.org.uk/
Discover - For Discover
Part A - reflect on the Activities above. Activity 1 would fit really well with the criteria here.
Part A criteria - Young people identify a minimum of two art forms to see the breadth of the arts around them. They then take part in
at least one arts activity to widen their experience and understanding of the arts. Through active participation, they develop their
understanding of how the arts are all around us and how a range of art forms connect to their own lives.
Part B - Using the artists commissioned for My Three Words find out more about these artists and their work. They should detail their
research and what they like about the specific artist and their work.
Part B criteria - Young people find out about at least one artist and their work to develop their understanding of arts practice. This
could be through workshops, interviews, online interaction, visits, attending events, research or other methods. They should be
supported to develop responses to what they find out.
Explore - For Explore Part A My Three Words could form one or more of their responses.
Part A Criteria - Young people take part in at least two arts activities to extend their experience and understanding of the arts and to
develop arts skills. Young people identify what they have learnt from taking part in these arts activities. The range of experiences can
be a mixture of different arts activities, can be familiar or unfamiliar, and can be in different styles or genres within one broad art form
area.
For Explore Part B students could use the artists commissioned for the project as one of their case studies, and either IOU or
Junction as an example of an arts organisation. Information on all of these will be available on the website. The work should detail
the artist and the arts organisation, some research on them and what they like (or dislike) about their work.
Part B criteria - Young people explore the work of at least one artist and at least one arts organisation through live or active
experience. The artists and arts organisations can be local, national or international and of any size and scale.
For Explore Part C - the children creating their own responses to their choice of My Three Words could be used to fulfil this part. See
below for criteria and distinction of this between Part A and Part C.
Part C criteria - Young people create a piece of artwork to demonstrate arts skills and they record the process of making their art
work. The artwork can be in any art form, for example, a dance, a poem, a sculpture, or it can be a combination of art forms. This
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could be an individual or group activity and could be an extension of Part A and Part B but it should be a distinct activity. Where the
activities in Part A and Part C are linked, evidence for Part A should focus on participation in that activity. Part C may extend the skills
developed in Part A, but should focus on application of these skills and the process of making the final art work.
Bronze - Part C Arts Inspiration. Use My Three Words website to look at the six artists commissioned by IOU to create art works
around their three words. Which one do you like the most? Find out about this artist using the information on the website, we’ve
included some information about them to help you get started. Feel free to use the internet to find out more about these artists. If
you have questions that you’d like to ask the artists, send them to us and we’ll ask them for you. These questions should be sent to
nicola.dixon@goole-tc.gov.uk.
Part C criteria - Young people use simple research methods to find out about the arts practice, career and work of an artist,
craftsperson or arts practitioner who inspires them and summarise what they have learnt.
Evidence required for portfolio - Evidence of their research, for example, notes, photographs or recordings. A summary, in any format
that others can understand, of why the person was chosen and what they learnt about that person’s arts practice, career, life and
work
Silver and Gold - please contact nicola.dixon@goole-tc.gov.uk as there is further help we can offer on a more bespoke basis for this.

How to submit artwork/s
All artworks can be sent digitally to IOU, any audio or video files should be sent via We Transfer and IOU will upload all of the work to
the site. Audio or video files will be posted to the IOU YouTube or Soundcloud channel with no public access and links from there will
be embedded within the website. If a school has its own YouTube, Vimeo or Soundcloud account they can host the work should they
choose to do so and provide IOU & Junction with the relevant hyperlinks.
Each submission must have:
● Pupils first name and age attached to the corresponding artwork
● The school name
● Staff name and contact email
No personal information on any of the pupils is required and all info gathered will be held for the duration of the project in accordance
with GDPR regulations. Any pupil, class or school can request that artwork be removed at any time.
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My Three Words Safeguarding Policy
The My Three Words Schools page will be publicly accessible and will present a participant's artwork and their name only, there will
be no published reference to their personal circumstance in any way. As stated previously care must be taken to avoid using
personal residences as the choice for the 3-meter square and public spaces are welcome.
The public can gain access to the artworks once they are presented but in order to view the school’s page within the website, they
must go past a page that states the nature of the school’s page and what it is for.
The public page within the My Three Words site will have the option for artists to add a biog and details of them and their work to go
along with their submission. This facility will not be available on the school’s page, individuals can submit work to the page should
they wish to and it will be vetted by Junction and IOU before the artwork is published.
Artworks can be submitted to the site using a Jpeg or PDF format. My Three Words does have the ability to host videos or audio links
but only once they are hosted by a broadcast platform like YouTube, Vimeo or SoundCloud, if a school wishes to host a video on its
own professional broadcast media account it can be presented within the My Three Words site, however film or sound files can not
be presented by an individual’s personal broadcast account for safeguarding purposes.
All activities within the My Three Words will be delivered in accordance with the IOU and Junction safeguarding policies. Should you
have any queries, please contact Nicola Dixon, Safeguarding Lead at Junction, Goole nicola.dixon@goole-tc.gov.uk or Jonathan
McGrath Safeguarding Lead at IOU jonathan.mcgrath@ioutheatre.org
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About IOU and Junction Goole
IOU makes distinctive interdisciplinary artwork that includes live shows and contemporary art installations combining multiple art
forms with new and innovative technologies. The essence of IOU’s work is visual, lyrical and musical, leaning towards the
mysterious, enigmatic and darkly humorous.
All aspects of the work are originated by the company and are often devised for unusual indoor and outdoor locations as well as
established touring venues and galleries. The company tours nationally and internationally from its specially designed, studio, gallery
and workshop at its base at Dean Clough Mills, Halifax. IOU has over 40 years of experience pioneering new and innovative ways of
engaging a diverse range of audiences in unforgettable experiences.
Junction is Goole’s own arts venue offering the best entertainment on stage and on screen for the community of East Yorkshire. From
theatre, dance and comedy, to family shows, workshops and film, you’ll find it here. Junction is one of only two Arts Council NPOs in
the East Riding of Yorkshire, providing a hub for the arts in the community.
Junction has hosted many shows by IOU over the last ten years and IOU is proud to be back in Goole making the My Three Words
project.
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